INTRODUCTION
In 1960 Claude Berge defined the class of perfect graphs, which are the graphs such that for every induced subgraph G$ the chromatic number /(G$) is equal to the maximum clique size |(G$). He also conjectured that the perfect graphs are exactly those graphs that contain no odd hole (chordless cycle) or odd antihole (complement of a chordless cycle). It has become customary and convenient to call Berge graphs the graphs that contain no odd hole and no odd antihole. Berge's conjecture is still open, but has been proved in various cases, in particular for claw-free graphs. Recall that a graph is said to be F-free if it does not contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to a given graph F. The class of claw-free graphs is natural to study in particular because it contains all line-graphs. In 1976, Parthasarathy and Ravindra [11] proved that every claw-free Berge graph is perfect. An alternative proof of this fact was obtained by Giles et al. [6] in 1984. Both of these proofs exploit properties of minimally imperfect graphs, but they do not give some insight on the structure of the claw-free perfect graphs. Hsu and Nemhauser [9] gave a polynomial-time algorithm which finds a maximum weighted clique and a minimum coloring for all claw-free perfect graphs. More recently, Chva tal and Sbihi [3] devised a polynomial-time algorithm that solves the problem of recognizing claw-free Berge graphs. Their method is of great interest to us and we will describe it precisely later; roughly speaking, they show that a claw-free graph is Berge if and only if it can be decomposed, via clique-cutsets, into two types of indecomposable graphs called``elementary'' and``peculiar'' (these terms will be defined shortly). The structure of peculiar graphs is completely determined by their definition, but it was not so for elementary graphs. The purpose of this paper is to give a satisfying description of all elementary graphs. This description together with Chva tal and Sbihi's decomposition will entail a new proof of the perfectness of claw-free Berge graphs. Now let us give precise definitions. A clique-cutset of a graph G is a clique C such that G&C is not connected. If C is a clique-cutset and B 1 , ..., B k are the vertex-sets of the connected components of G&C, we consider that G is decomposed into the collection of induced subgraphs G[B i _ C] (i=1, ..., k). If any of these graphs admits a clique-cutset then the decomposition procedure can be continued. So we obtain a decomposition tree whose leaves are clique-cutset indecomposable subgraphs of G. Gavril [5] showed that such a tree can be computed in polynomial time for every graph. Whitesides [13] and later Tarjan [12] gave a fast implementation of such an algorithm. On the other hand, it is well-known (see, e.g., [1] ) that G is perfect if and only if all the G i 's are perfect. So the perfection of a graph depends only on that of the leaves in one clique-cutset decomposition tree of G.
A cobipartite graph is the complement of a bipartite graph. We will usually write a cobipartite graph having several vertices as (X, Y; E) or just (X, Y), where X, Y are two disjoint cliques that cover its vertex set. A graph is called peculiar by Chva tal and Sbihi [3] if it can be obtained as follows: take three, pairwise vertex-disjoint, cobipartite graphs (A 1 , B 2 ), (A 2 , B 3 ), (A 3 , B 1 ) such that each of them has at least one pair of nonadjacent vertices; add all edges between every two of them; then take three cliques K 1 , K 2 , K 3 that are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from the A i 's and B i 's; add all the edges between K i and A j _ B j for j{i ; there is no other edge in the graph. It is not very hard to recognize peculiar graphs in polynomial time, either directly from the definition or indirectly as in [3] .
A graph is called elementary by Chva tal and Sbihi [3] if its edges can be bicolored in such a way that every chordless path on three vertices (à`P elementary if and only if Gal(G) is bipartite. It is easy to construct Gal(G), hence the recognition of elementary graphs is also a polynomially solvable problem.
Theorem 1 (Chva tal and Sbihi [3] ). A claw-free graph is Berge if and only if every leaf in any clique-cutset decomposition tree is either peculiar or elementary.
This theorem yields a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for clawfree Berge graphs since the three problems of (a) decomposing a graph along clique-cutsets, (b) recognizing peculiar graphs, and (c) recognizing elementary graphs are polynomial. Parallel to these three questions on polynomial recognizability, one may also ask if this decomposition yields a new proof that claw-free Berge graphs are perfect. As pointed out above, a graph is perfect if and only if all the leaves in any clique-cutset decomposition tree are perfect, so this leaves us with the question of perfectness for peculiar graphs and for elementary graphs. It is a routine matter to check that peculiar graphs and elementary graphs cannot contain a claw ( Fig. 1) , an odd hole, or an odd antihole, and so they are perfect by [11] or [6] . However, a direct and simple proof that peculiar graphs are perfect is easy to find; this is the object of Lemma 7 below. This did not seem to be the case for elementary graphs so far, but now the structure of elementary graphs that we are about to reveal will entail their perfectness as a simple corollary of Ko nig's Matching theorem and Lova sz's Perfect Graph Theorem.
Our description of elementary graphs will be based on the following definition. An edge is flat if it does not lie in a triangle.
Definition 1 (Augmenting a Flat Edge). Let xy be a flat edge of a graph G=(V, E), and B=(X, Y; E XY ) be a cobipartite graph disjoint from G, such that there is at least one edge between X and Y in B. We can build a new graph G$ obtained from G&[x, y] and B by adding all possible edges between X and N(x)& y and between Y and N( y)&x.
We will say that G is augmented along xy, that xy is augmented, and B will be called the augment of xy.
As a convention we also consider any graph as an augmentation of itself. We should point out that augmentation is a special case of two constructions already known in the realm of perfect graphs: 2-joins [4] and homogeneous pairs [2] .
The 2-join is defined as follows: let G 1 , G 2 be two vertex-disjoint graphs and let xy be a flat edge in G 1 and uv a flat edge in G 2 . One can then make a graph on the union of G 1 and G 2 by removing the vertices x, y, u, v and adding all edges between N(x)& y and N(u)&v and all edges between N( y)&x and N(v)&u. Cornue jols and Cunningham [4] proved that the resulting graph is perfect if and only if G 1 and G 2 are perfect. Our augmentation corresponds to the case where G 2 is a cobipartite graph on cliques
where u sees none of Y, v sees none of X, and u, v are adjacent.
A homogeneous pair in a graph G=(V, E) is a pair of disjoint subsets Q 1 , Q 2 of vertices such that every vertex in V&(Q 1 _ Q 2 ) sees all or none of Q 1 and all or none of Q 2 , with the additional technical conditions that one of Q 1 , Q 2 has size at least two and that V&(Q 1 _ Q 2 ) also has size at least two. Now, when we augment with a cobipartite graph (X, Y) a flat edge xy in a graph that has at least four vertices, it is easy to see that X, Y is a homogeneous pair of the resulting graph. Now, observe that if x 1 y 1 and x 2 y 2 are non-incident flat edges in a graph, then after augmenting x 1 y 1 the neighbourhood of x 2 and y 2 may change but the edge x 2 y 2 is still flat. If we then also augment x 2 y 2 , it is easy to see that the resulting graph is the same as if we had first augmented x 2 y 2 and then x 1 y 1 with the same augments. This justifies the next definition.
Definition 2 (Augmenting a Matching of Flat Edges). Let G be a graph and x 1 y 1 , ..., x h y h be h pairwise non-incident flat edges of G. Let (X 1 , Y 1 ; E 1 ), ..., (X h , Y h ; E h ) be h pairwise disjoint cobipartite graphs that are also disjoint from G. We can obtain a graph G$ by augmenting respectively each edge x i y i with the augment (X i , Y i ; E i ). This graph is the same whatever the order in which the augments are done. The graph G$ will be called an augmentation of G.
Finally, recall that, given a multigraph B, its line-graph L(B) is the graph whose vertices are the edges of B and whose edges are the pairs of incident edges of B. It is usual to call B a root of its line-graph. We will frequently say``LGB graph'' instead of line-graph of a bipartite multigraph.
LGB graphs have a very special structure, as we will see in the next section, but we can already formulate our main result. We call wonders (individually pyramid, lighthouse, mausoleum, garden, colossus) the five graphs depicted in Fig. 2 . Theorem 2. For a graph G the following properties are equivalent:
(ii) G is claw-free, Berge, and contains none of the five wonders; (iii) G is an augmentation of a line-graph of bipartite multigraph.
Notice that a cobipartite graph itself can be viewed as an augmentation of the LGB graph consisting of just two adjacent vertices.
In Section 3 we give the proof of Theorem 2. For this purpose, in Section 2 we first discuss some aspects of line-graphs of bipartite graphs. We finish this section with some standard definitions and remarks.
We will frequently use the verbs``see'' and``miss'' for``is adjacent to'' and`i s not adjacent to'' and the adjective``trivial'' instead of``having only one vertex.'' A vertex is called pendant if has exactly one neighbour, and simplicial if its neighbourhood is a clique.
In a graph G, for every subset S of vertices, the neighbourhood N(S) of S is the subset of vertices of G&S that have at least one neighbour in S. A non-empty subset S of vertices is called homogeneous if every vertex of N(S) sees all vertices of S. Two adjacent vertices that form a homogeneous set are usually called (adjacent) twins; here we will always use the word`t wins'' in the sense of``adjacent twins.'' We will call atom any clique that induces a homogeneous set and is maximal with this property. It is easy to see that the union of two intersecting homogeneous cliques is a homogeneous clique. Hence any two atoms are pairwise disjoint, and the atoms form a partition of the vertex set (see also [7] ). Note that an atom may be a single vertex. (The atoms are the classes of the equivalence relatioǹ`e ither x= y or x, y are twins.'') An atom A will be called isolated if N(A) is empty, pendant if N(A) is an atom, and simplicial if N(A) is a clique. A pseudo-maximal clique is either a maximal clique or a pendant atom.
We will frequently use without reference the following easy facts. Every maximal clique is a union of atoms. Any two simplicial atoms are non-adjacent (for otherwise their union would be a homogeneous clique, contradicting the definition of atoms); in other words any maximal clique contains at most one simplicial atom.
An edge whose two endpoints are inside the same atom will be called atomic.
Two adjacent atoms X, Y will be called a superedge, denoted by XY. Two superedges will be called incident if they have one atom in common. A superedge XY will be called flat if no atom different from X and Y is adjacent to both X and Y. (A flat edge is either a flat superedge or an isolated atom.)
Given a graph G and a vertex x, creating a new vertex x$ with neighbourhood N(x$)=N(x) _ [x], so that x, x$ are twins in the new graph, is called duplicating x. Repeated duplication is called multiplication. Multiplying one or two of the vertices of a flat edge which is not isolated yields a flat superedge.
LINE-GRAPHS OF BIPARTITE GRAPHS
We need to discuss the structure of the line-graphs of simple bipartite graphs and of bipartite multigraphs respectively. The following characterization of line-graphs of simple bipartite graphs is well-known (see [8] ). A diamond is a complete graph on four vertices minus one edge.
Theorem 3 [8] . A graph is the line-graph of a simple bipartite graph if and only if it contains no claw, no diamond and no odd hole. Moreover, given a graph H with these properties, a bipartite root B of H can easily be found. First, remark that since H contains no claw and no diamond, the neighbourhood of every vertex is either one clique (the vertex is simplicial) or two cliques with no edge between them. Now, build B as follows: make one vertex for each maximal clique of H, link two vertices if the corresponding cliques of H intersect, and finally add one pendant edge for each simplicial vertex of H and attach this edge to the vertex representing the maximal clique containing this vertex. The fact that H contains no odd hole implies that B is bipartite. It is easily checked that H=L(B). Clearly, B can be built in polynomial time.
When multiple edges are allowed in the root graph the situation becomes slightly more complex. Let us say that two edges with the same two endpoints are parallel. Obviously, parallel edges in a graph are twins in the line-graph. The reverse is not always true in general, but in bipartite graphs this is only because of some minor case of degeneracy which can be ruled out easily. Indeed, if B is bipartite, it is easy to check that x, y are twins in L(B) if and only if either (a) they are parallel edges in B or (b) they are both pendant and incident to the same vertex in B. However, in case (b) we can identify the pendant vertices of these two pendant edges; the linegraph will not be changed; the advantage being that now x, y satisfy (a). This suggest the following: for each vertex b of B that has several pendant neighbours, letting m b denote the total multiplicity of the edges between b and its pendant neighbours, we can replace these neighbours by a single new vertex b$ and put m b parallel edges between b and b$. After doing this for every relevant vertex, we obtain a new bipartite graph B$ such that L(B)=L(B$) and with the additional property that any twins in L(B$) are parallel edges in B$, that is, the atoms of L(B$) are exactly the maximal sets of parallel edges in B$. In particular, the simplicial atoms of L(B$) correspond to the pendant vertices of B$. Let us say that a bipartite graph is sane if every vertex has at most one pendant neighbour. The above argument shows that every line-graph of a bipartite graph is also the linegraph of a sane bipartite multigraph. So the atoms in the line-graph of a sane bipartite multigraph behave like the vertices in the line-graph of a sane bipartite simple graph. From now on we will always assume that the bipartite graphs whose line-graphs we are studying are sane.
As a consequence we have some further easy facts about the atoms in the line-graph of a bipartite multigraph, which will be used frequently without reference. Any two adjacent atoms belong to exactly one maximal clique. Any two maximal cliques intersect in at most one atom. Every atom belongs to at most two maximal cliques. Every simplicial atom corresponds to a pendant vertex in B. If A is a non-simplicial atom then N(A) consists of two disjoint cliques with no edges between them; in particular if A lies in a maximal clique Q there exists an atom in H&Q that sees A and misses all of Q&A.
Clearly, a graph H is the line-graph of a bipartite multigraph if and only if, when each atom A is reduced to one vertex x A , we obtain the line-graph of a simple graph B. Then we can obtain the root of H by multiplying each edge x A of B by the size of the corresponding atom A in H.
If x, y are the two vertices of degree three in a diamond in L(B), they must necessarily represent parallel edges in B ; hence they must be twins. So L(B) cannot contain the graphs called Gem and 4-Wheel featured in Fig. 3 . Conversely, if a graph contains no gem, no 4-wheel and no claw then the two vertices of degree three in a diamond must necessarily be twins. Hence we get the following corollary of Theorem 3. Moreover, if H satisfies these properties, we can obtain the bipartite root of H as follows: create one vertex x A for each maximal clique of H ; if two maximal cliques A, B intersect, put |A & B| parallel edges between x A and x B ; for each simplicial atom S create one vertex x S and put |S| parallel edges between x S and x S _ N(S) .
We can extend the previous theorem a little bit in the following way, which will be very useful to us later on. Let us introduce a new graph D with six vertices x, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and edges so that x0234 is a chordless path and 1 sees all the other vertices except x. Proof. The necessary condition is easy to check, and we prove only the sufficient condition. So let G be a graph containing no odd hole, no odd antihole, no claw, no D and no pyramid. If G contains no gem or 4-wheel we are done by Theorem 4.
Assume first that G contains a gem W. We label the gem as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 so that 1234 is a chordless path. Let Z be the set of vertices not adjacent to any of W. Using the fact that G contains no D, no claw, no pyramid and no 5-hole (and using the presence of vertex 5 if necessary), we can partition the vertices of G&(W& [5] )&Z into sets C 12 , C 34 , C 123 , C 124 , C 134 , C 234 and C 1234 , where each set is indexed by its neighbourhood on the path 1234. Since G is claw-free each of these sets except maybe C 1234 is a clique. No vertex of Z can see a vertex not in Z as otherwise we find either a claw or a D in G. Thus Z is empty, for G is connected.
We claim that K 1 =C 12 _ C 123 _ C 124 is a clique. Assume not and let a and b be two non-adjacent vertices in K 1 . We can assume that one of them, say a, is in the clique C 123 as otherwise 2, 3, a, b is a claw. Then b is not in C 124 as otherwise 1, a, 3, 4, b is a 5-hole. So, b is in C 12 . But now, a, b, 1, 2, 3, 4 induce a D, a contradiction.
By symmetry, K 2 =C 34 _ C 134 _ C 234 is a clique. Suppose that G contains a stable set S of size three. This S cannot have two vertices in C 1234 for otherwise one of 2, 3 sees all of S and we have a claw. Hence, and since 3, 4] . Vertex b cannot be 1 or 2 since it misses a; likewise c cannot be 3 or 4. Actually b must be in C 12 or else one of 3, 4 sees all of S and we have a claw. Similarily, c is in C 34 . But then a, b, c, 1, 2, 3 induce a D, a contradiction. So G cannot contain a stable set of size three, and since it also contains no odd antihole it is cobipartite.
We now assume that G contains a 4-wheel W but no gem. We label the 4-wheel as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 so that 1, 2, 3, 4 induce a square whose non-adjacent pairs are 13 and 24. We let Z be the set of vertices adjacent to none of the 4-wheel. Since G is claw-free, we can partition V&(W& [5] )&Z into sets C 12 , C 23 , C 34 , C 14 , C 123 , C 124 , C 134 , C 234 , and C 1234 =A, where each set is indexed by its neighbourhood along the square 1234. Note that 5 is in A. By claw-freeness, each of these nine sets except possibly A is a clique.
The set A contains no stable set of size three (or else together with 1 they form a claw), and no odd antihole, so it is cobipartite and it can be partitioned into two cliques A 1 , A 2 . Next, for any vertex u in C 12 either u, 1, 2, 3, 5 or u, 1, 3, 4, 5 is a gem; thus C 12 is empty, and so are 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
It is a routine matter to check that all odd holes, odd antiholes, the claw, and the five wonders are not elementary. Hence an elementary graph may not contain them, and the implication (i) O (ii) is true. Now we prove (iii) O (i). Assume that G is an augmentation of the linegraph H of a sane bipartite multigraph B. So, either G=H or there exist k pairwise non-incident flat edges x 1 y 1 , ..., x k y k of H and k cobipartite graphs (X 1 ,
First let us make an elementary coloring of the edges of H. Each vertex of B is colored either pink or green in such a way that the two colors are stable sets. An atomic edge of H is not in a P 3 , so its color is immaterial (in Gal(G) it is an isolated vertex). If an edge xy in H is not atomic it must be between two atoms; this means that in B the edges x and y have just one common endpoint; then we color xy in H with the color of this vertex in B. For every P 3 in H, its three vertices are three edges of B whose endpoints in B induce a C 4 or a P 4 ; it follows easily that each P 3 of H has one pink edge and one green edge. So we have an elementary coloring of H. Note that all edges between two adjacent atoms have the same color. If G=H we are done.
If G{H, we are going to extend the coloring of H to G. Assume without loss of generality that x 1 y 1 is pink in H. Hence, all edges between x and N(x)& y and all edges between y and N( y)&x must be green. In G, we color pink all edges of E 1 , and we color green all edges between X 1 and N(x)& y and all edges between Y 1 and N( y)&x, as well as all edges inside X 1 and inside Y 1 . The only P 3 's involved in this augment are of the types
It is clear that the edges of such P 3 's are two-colored. Note that the definition of augmentation implies that the atoms different from [x i ] and [ y i ] remain atoms after the ith augmentation; hence the atomic edges still do not lie in a P 3 . As we repeat this coloring procedure for each augmented flat edge x i y i (i=1, ..., k) we obtain an elementary coloring of G.
Now we may embark on the proof of the implication (ii) O (iii).
By a strong homogeneous pair we mean two vertex-disjoint non-empty cliques C 1 and C 2 , with at least one edge between them, with |C 1 _ C 2 | 3, and such that every vertex outside of C 1 _ C 2 sees none of the vertices in one of the two cliques and all or none of the vertices in the other. Given a strong homogenous pair [C 1 , C 2 ] in a graph G, the compression of this pair is the creation of the subgraph of G obtained by deleting all of C 1 _ C 2 except for an edge ab from C 1 to C 2 . Note that ab is a flat edge in the compressed graph. So compression is the reverse operation of augmentation. Consequently, if a compression G$ of G has the structure required in (iii) then so does G: we simply augment along the edge ab. (Note that the flat edge ab cannot be within some augment of G$, because all edges inside an augment lies in a triangle). Now, let G=(V, E) be a connected claw-free Berge graph which contains no wonders. If G contains no D then we are done by Theorem 5. So we can assume that G contains a D labelled as above. Our aim now is to show that G contains a strong homogeneous pair [C 1 , C 2 ] with [1, 2] in C 1 and [3, 4] in C 2 . This fact and the previous remark will yield the desired result. To this end, we first perform the following procedure:
Before showing how this procedure will lead to the desired strong homogeneous pair, a few observations are in order. First note that every vertex in C i has a neighbour in C 3&i ; in fact every
To prove (1), assume that it fails and let k be the smallest label of a vertex in C 1 _ C 2 that violates it. Clearly k 5. There are four possible ways for the vertex k to violate (1).
(a) Suppose that k is in C 1 and misses 0. Vertex k has a non-neighbour j in C 2 with j<k. In turn, j has a neighbour r in C 1 with r< j. By the minimality of k, 0 misses j and sees r. But now r, 0, j, k is a claw, a contradiction.
(b) Suppose that k is in C 1 and sees x. By (a), k sees 0. Let r be any neighbour of k in C 2 with r<k. If r had a non-neighbour j in C 1 with j<k then k, x, r, j would be a claw, a contradiction. So it must be that r=3 and that k misses 4. But now 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, k, x induce a colossus.
(c) Suppose that k is in C 2 and sees x. Let r be a neighbour of k in C 1 with r<k. If r had a non-neighbour j in C 2 with j<k then k, x, r, j would be a claw, a contradiction. So r=1 and k misses 2. Now, if k misses 0 then k, x, 0, 2, 3 form a 5-hole; but if k sees 0 then 0, 1, k, 2, 4, x form a pyramid. So (c) does not hold.
(d) Suppose that k is in C 2 and sees 0. By (c), k misses x. Let j be a non-neighbour of k in C 1 with j<k. By the minimality of k, this j sees 0 and misses x. But now 0, x, k, j form a claw. So (1) is established.
Note that (1) implies that 0 and x will never be put into C 1 or C 2 . We now claim that at the end of the procedure, every vertex of G&C 1 &C 2 either sees all or misses all of C 1 and either sees all or misses all of C 2 .
To prove this, we assume the contrary and let z be a vertex which fails to satisfy it. Thus z must miss vertices in both cliques C 1 , C 2 and see at least Define K 1 and K 2 as in Case 2. Here the minimality of m implies that z sees all of K i , which is not empty. Let l be a non-neighbour of z in C 3&i .
Let B 1 be the bipartite subgraph of G induced by (K i _ [m], K 3&i ). We remark that every connected component B of B 1 contains a vertex of K 2 , except if B= [1] (and we will call this the exceptional component); indeed, this is true at the initialization, and it remains true throughout since during the main step components of B 1 can only be merged. Now, we consider the subgraph B 0 of G induced by B 1 _ [0]. This subgraph is bipartite by (1) and because 0 sees (in G) all of C 1 ; moreover it is connected because 0 misses (in G) all of C 2 , except if In the exceptional case, we may assume that z misses 1 and sees all of
. So i=2 and z also sees 3 and 4. Then z misses x or else z, 2, 4, x is a claw. But then 0, 1, x, z is a claw. This contradiction concludes the proof of case 3. Now the proof of (2) is complete. In consequence, we can apply the above procedure to G to obtain a pair of cliques [C 1 , C 2 ] and a partition of G into four sets S 1 , S 2 , A, Z where A sees all of C 1 _ C 2 , Z sees none of C 1 _ C 2 , and S i sees all of C i and none of C 3&i (i=1, 2). Obviously S 1 and S 2 are cliques as G is claw-free. If A is empty then [C 1 , C 2 ] is a strong homogeneous pair as claimed, and we are done.
We now show how to modify C 1 and C 2 so as to obtain a strong homogeneous pair when A is not empty. First, it is worth recalling that 0 is in S 1 and x is in Z by (1) . Also note that no vertex z in Z (in particular for z=x) can see a vertex a in A, or else a, z, 2, 4 would be a claw. Next, observe that there is no vertex a in A missing a vertex b in S 1 and a vertex c in S 2 , for otherwise if b misses c then a, b, c, 1, 2, 3, 4 is a colossus whilst if b sees c then b, c, 4, a, 2 is a 5-hole. Thus, we can partition A into A 1 and A 2 , where A 1 contains the vertices of A that see all of S 1 (and possibly see all of S 2 ), and A 2 contains the vertices of A that miss some of S 1 and therefore see all of S 2 .
If A 1 contained non-adjacent vertices a, b then 0, a, b, x would be a claw. So A 1 is a clique. In consequence C 1 _ S 1 _ A 1 is a clique. Similarly, assume that A 2 contains non-adjacent vertices a, b. If a, b both miss 0 then 1, 0, a, b is a claw. If they both see 0 then 0, a, b, x is a claw. So we may assume that 0 sees a and misses b. By the definition of A 2 , vertex a misses an s in S 1 . Then s sees x or else 0, x, s, a is a claw, and s sees b or else  1, s, a, b is a claw. But then 0, 1, s, a, b, x form a pyramid. Hence A 2 is a clique. In consequence C 2 _ S 2 _ A 2 is a clique. Now let H be the bipartite graph whose two sides are S 1 _ A 1 and S 2 _ A 2 and whose edges are the edges of G between these two sets. Call`A -component'' any connected component of H that contains a vertex of A. We define sets C$ 1 , C$ 2 with the following procedure:
We claim that [C$ 1 , C$ 2 ] is a strong homogeneous pair. First, the inclusion
, we see that every vertex in S$ i sees all of C$ i , by the definition of S i and A i and because S i is a clique. Moreover, a vertex s in S$ i does not see any vertex v in C$ 3&i , because such a v cannot be in C 3&i and so it must be in an A-component, and therefore s is in this A-component too (and so s should be in C$ i ). To finish, it suffices to prove that every vertex outside
=Z, and we know that every z in Z misses all of C 1 _ C 2 _ A 1 _ A 2 , so we need only show that z also misses every s in (
Assume the contrary, with s # S i . So s must be in an A-component, and there exists a path from s to a vertex a in A whose vertices are alternately in S i _ A i and S 3&i _ A 3&i . Let us choose s and z so that this path is as short as possible, and call s$ the successor of s along this path. If s$ is in S 3&i then z misses s$ by the minimality of the path, but then s, z, s$, u is a claw, for any u in C i . So it must be that s$ in is A 3&i , i.e., the path has length one and s$=a. If s is in S 1 then a is in A 2 and so a has a non-neighbour t in S 1 . This t sees z or else s, a, t, z is a claw. But now 1, 2, 4, a, s, t, z induce a colossus, so this possibility is excluded. If s is in S 2 then a is in A 1 and so a sees 0. If s sees 0 then it must see x or else 0, 1, s, x is a claw, but then 0, a, s, x, 2, 4 form a pyramid. So s misses 0. Then s misses x or else s, x, 0, 2, 3 is a 5-hole. Likewise z misses 0 or else z, 0, 2, 3, s is a 5-hole, and z misses x or else z, x, 0, a, s is a 5-hole. But now a, x, 0, 2, 3, s, z form a mausoleum, a contradiction. Hence [C$ 1 , C$ 2 ] is a strong homogeneous pair. Now the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. K Implicit in this theorem is a polynomial-time algorithm which, given a graph G, will either determine if it is the line-graph of a bipartite graph, or find a strong homogeneous pair in G (in which case we can iterate the algorithm on the compressed graph), or produce one of the forbidden induced subgraphs which certify that G is not elementary. In the next section we will present a more natural algorithm which, given an elementary graph, determines the structure described in (iii) of Theorem 2.
SOME CONSEQUENCES
Let G be an elementary graph, and let H be an LGB graph such that G is obtained by augmenting some pairwise non-incident flat edges x 1 y 1 , ..., x h y h of H with the augments (X 1 , Y 1 ; E 1 ) , ..., (X h , Y h ; E h ). We may choose such an induced subgraph H for which the number |E(G)| & |E(H)| is minimized, and among such graphs one for which h is minimized. Let us call such an H a skeleton of G. Let B be the sane root of H. Write A= [x 1 , ..., x h , y 1 , ..., y h ].
For disjoint subsets of vertices X, Y, we call XY-edge any edge with one endpoint in X and the other in Y, and denote by F i the set of all X i Y iedges. Denote by G Ä i the graph obtained when only the ith augmentation is performed. If for some i it was the case that every vertex of X i sees every vertex of Y i then G Ä i would be an LGB graph, since in this case the i th augmentation would be equivalent to merely multiplying the vertices x i and y i of H; but then G would be the result of performing the other h&1 augmentations on G Äi, and the obvious fact that |E(G)| & |E(G Ä i)| |E(G)| & |E(H)| would contradict the choice of H. So we may assume without loss that for every i=1, ..., h, there exists a pair of non-adjacent vertices
Moreover, it will be convenient to know that for every i, every vertex of X i has a neighbour in Y i (and vice versa).
If this is not true, there exists a vertex
where Q is the pseudomaximal clique of H containing x i and not y i . But then x i " can be added as a new pendant edge to the vertex of B corresponding to Q, and it is a routine matter to check that H+x i " is the line-graph of this new bipartite graph. Now G can be viewed as an augmentation of H+x i ", and the value of |E(G)| &|E(H+x i ")| contradicts the choice of H. So (4) is true.
Consider the subgraph H & of G obtained from H by replacing each pair x i , y i with the pair x$ i , y$ i given by (3) 
because removing only flat edges obviously creates no claw, no 4-wheel, no gem and no odd hole. If Q is a pseudo-maximal clique of H, we write
We will say that Q is normal if it does not contain both x i and y i for any i, i.e., if I Q & J Q =<; in other words Q is a pseudo-maximal clique of H & . For a normal clique Q of H we define
It follows from the definition of augmentation that Q is a maximal clique of G for each normal clique Q of H. Conversely, any maximal clique K of G is called normal if it does not intersect both X i and Y i for any i. In other words a normal clique of G is a maximal clique in the graph (V, E&F 1 _ } } } _ F h ), which can be obtained from H & by multiplying each x i |X i | times and each y i |Y i | times. Therefore K is a normal clique of G if and only if there exists a normal clique Q of H such that K=Q , and the term``normal'' is not ambiguous.
A Canonical Decomposition Algorithm
Here we show how to find a canonical decomposition of an elementary graph G into an LGB subgraph and some augments. We keep the same notation for G and H as at the beginning of this section.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary and without loss of generality that (X 1 , Y 1 ; F 1 ) is not connected. So, by (4), there exists some integer r 2 such that we can partition each of X 1 and Y 1 into r non-empty subsets X Proof. Let U be a plain atom of H. Clearly U is a clique of G. If U is not simplicial in H, let Q, R be the two maximal cliques of H containing U. The four sets I Q , J Q , I R , J R are pairwise disjoint because the edges x i y i of H are flat. It follows from the definition of augmentation that in G the neighbourhood of U is N G (U)=Q _ R &U, that each vertex of U sees each vertex of this set, and that there is no edge between Q &U and R &U. If U is simplicial then it is contained in only one maximal clique Q of H and N G (U)=Q &U, and again every vertex of U sees all of this set. In either case, U is a homogeneous clique of G. If U was not an atom it should be that Note that an atom of G cannot have one vertex in X i and another in Y i , for otherwise it would follow from the homogeneousness of atoms that all of X i _ Y i is a clique, which is forbidden by (3). Hence Lemma 2 implies that every atom of G either is a plain atom of H or is included in X i or in Y i for some i. Facts (3) and (4) imply that each X i and Y i consists of at least two atoms. An atom of G which is a plain atom of H will also be called a plain atom of G. We will call the molecule of G with respect to H any subset of vertices which is either a plain atom or an X i or a Y i . So the molecules form a partition of the vertex-set of G, and a molecule contains Proof. Clearly any maximal clique contains either all or none of an atom. Moreover, the definition of normal clique implies that every normal clique contains either all or none of a given X i or Y i . K Now, let us consider an arbitrary elementary coloring of the edges of G with colors pink and green. If an edge of G does not lie in a P 3 (equivalently, if this edge is atomic) we consider it uncolored. We call pink graph (resp. green graph, uncolored graph) the graph whose vertex-set is V(G) and whose edges are the pink (resp. green, uncolored) edges of G. Two elementary colorings that result in the same pinkÂgreenÂuncolored graphs are considered identical. Here we say that a bipartite graph is incompletebipartite if some vertex in one class has a non-neighbour in the other class. Suppose that one of these two atoms, say X , is simplicial in H; then the other is not, and so there exists an atom U of H that sees Y and misses all of Q&Y .
If U also is not simplicial in H then there exists an atom W that sees U and misses Y . We claim that every vertex of U has a neighbour in W and vice-versa, because either at least one of them is a plain atom and then all are augments, since the augmenting flat edges are pairwise non-incident. Now, assuming without loss of generality that some arbitrary UW-edge u 0 w 0 of G is pink, we claim that in either case all XY-edges are pink. The proof of this claim is rather straightforward and we only sketch it in the case Y=Y i and U=X i , which is the least easy. Let x, y be arbitrary vertices in X, Y respectively. By Lemma 1 there exists a path in F i between u 0 and y, with vertices y 1 , u 1 , ..., u p&1 , y p alternately in Y and U. Since u 0 w 0 is pink, in the elementary coloring the edges u 0 y 1 , y 1 x, y 1 u 1 , u 1 w 0 , u 1 y 2 , etc., must be alternately green and pink. Hence yx is pink. This argument, repeated for each XY-edge, proves the claim.
If U is simplicial then we may assume that there is no other atom in the maximal clique containing Y _ U, for otherwise we can take such an atom instead of U. So U is pendant. Here there must exist another atom Z of H in Q, for otherwise we would have H=X _ Y _ U , whence G=X _ Y _ Z, and G would be cobipartite since at most one of [X, Y] and [Y, U] is an augment, a contradiction. The atom Z is not simplicial since U is simplicial, so there exists in H an atom W that sees Z and misses all of Q&Z . Note that X Y , X Z , and Y Z are not flat edges. Now, as above, assuming without loss of generality that some arbitrary YU-edge of G is green, a simple argument shows that all ZW-edges are green and all XY, XZ and YZ-edges are pink, using (4) and Lemma 1 if necessary between Y and U or between Z and W. Now suppose that both X , Y are non-simplicial, so there exists an atom U that sees X and misses all of Q&X , and there exists an atom W that sees Y and misses all of Q&Y . Assume some XY-edge of H is pink; then again a simple argument as above shows that all XU-edges and all YW-edges are green and all XY-edges are pink, using (4) and Lemma 1 if necessary. So (6.1) is established. Now consider some normal clique K of G, i.e., K=Q for some normal clique Q of H. Since K is normal it is a union of molecules by Lemma 4. Suppose that the colored edges in K don't have the same color. By (6.1), it must be that there exists three molecules U 1 , U 2 , U 3 of K such that all U 1 U 2 -edges and all U 1 U 3 -edges are one color, say pink, and all U 2 U 3 -edges are green. In H, one of the two atoms U 2 , U 3 is not simplicial, say U 2 is not simplicial, so there exists an atom W of H that sees U 2 and misses all of Q&U 2 . Let w be a vertex of W and u 2 be a vertex of U 2 in G. If at least one of U 2 , W is a plain atom then u and w are adjacent; if not then it must be that [U 2 , W]=[X i , Y i ] for some i, and by (4) we may still choose u and w so that they are adjacent. Let u 1 # U 1 and u 3 # U 3 . Note that U 1 U 2 , U 1 U 3 , U 2 U 3 are not flat edges of H since the three U i 's are pairwise adjacent atoms; so u 2 sees both u 1 , u 3 in G. But now wu 2 u 1 and wu 2 u 3 are two P 3 's and the color of u 2 w conflicts either with the color of u 1 u 2 (pink) or of u 3 u 2 (green). So (6.2) is established. Now consider a pair X i , Y i . By (6.1) all X i Y i edges are of the same color, say pink. Let xx$ be a colored edge inside X i . So x, x$ are in two different atoms X, X$ inside X i . This implies the existence of a vertex y such that y sees all of X and misses all of X$. This y can only be in Y i . The edge yx is pink, hence the edge xx$ is green. The same would holds for any colored edge inside Y i . So all edges inside X i and inside Y i are green and (6.3) is proved. Now consider any connected component C in any of the two colored graphs, say the pink graph.
First assume that C contains an edge xy with x # X i and y # Y i for some i. By (6.1) all X i Y i -edges are pink, and by Lemma 1 F i is connected, so F i C. In fact (6.3) implies that all edges inside X i and Y i are green, while Lemma 3 implies that all edges between X i and N(X i )&Y i and all edges between Y i and N(Y i )&X i are green. This means that C=F i . Recall that F i is incomplete-bipartite by (3) .
Secondly, assume that C contains no X i Y i -edge for any i. Let xy be any edge in C, so x # X and y # Y for some different atoms X, Y. Since xy is not an X i Y i -edge for any i, it must be that xy is included in one normal clique K of G. Property (6.2) implies that all colored edges inside K are pink. Let M be any molecule inside K. If M is a plain atom then its internal edges are uncolored, and Lemma 2 imply that all edges between M and N(M)&K are green. If M=X i then Lemma 3 implies that all edges between M and Y i are green and that all colored edges inside M are pink (and similarly if M=Y j ). So all colored edges incident with K but not inside K are green. The conclusion of this paragraph is that C is equal to the set of all edges with endpoints in two different atoms of K, so C is a complete k-partite graph, where k is the number of atoms of K.
The two preceding paragraphs prove (6.4) and (6.5). Item (6.6) is obvious since the uncolored edges are exactly the pairs of twins of G. This completes the proof of the theorem. K In Theorem 6, the molecules were those of any subgraph H chosen as at the beginning of the section, and the elementary edge-coloring was arbitrary. However, items (6.4) and (6.5) mean that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the augments of G relative to H and the incomplete-bipartite components in the colored graphs. This entails the next corollary.
Corollary 1. If G is a non-cobiparbite elementary graph, then the elementary coloring is unique and the skeleton is unique.
Theorem 6 also shows how to determine the atomic and molecular structure and the skeleton of a non-cobipartite elementary graph G: find an elementary coloring of G; each component of the uncolored graph is an atom; find the incomplete-bipartite components of the two colored graphs; if there is no such incomplete-bipartite component then G is an LGB; else, for each incomplete-bipartite component, call X i its left side and Y i its right side; these are the augments and the non-atomic molecules; for each i, remove from G all vertices of X i (resp. Y i ) except one, called x i (resp. y i ); add an edge x i y i ; this gives the skeleton H. See Fig. 4 for an example (in which every atom is trivial). The complexity of this algorithm is that of finding the elementary coloring of the edges, which is O(|E| 2 ). Finally, consider the graph H + obtained by adding all missing edges between X i and Y i , for each i=1, ..., h. Then H + is an LGB graph since it can also be obtained from H by multiplying each x i |X i | times and each y i |Y i | times. The molecules of G are the atoms of H + . The results established so far can be reformulated as follows: A non-cobipartite graph is elementary if and only if it can be obtained from an LGB graph H + by choosing h pairwise non-incident flat superedges X 1 Y 1 , ..., X h Y h and, for each i=1, ..., h, arbitrarily removing edges with one endpoint in X i and the other in Y i .
For the sake of completeness, we should look at the case of a cobipartite graph G. In that case there may exist many non-isomorphic elementary colorings. Let G 1 , . .., G h be the subgraphs of G whose complements are the non-trivial connected components of the complement of G, and let u 1 , ..., u r be the isolated vertices in the complement of G. For each i=1, ..., h, let E i be the set of all non-atomic edges inside G i . For each pair i, j h, let F i, j be the set of edges between G i and G j . For all i h and j r, let F $ i, j be the set of all edges between G i and u j . The next theorem shows how to find the elementary colorings of G. Its proof is straightforward and we omit it.
Theorem 7. The sets E i (i=1, ..., h), F i, j (i, j=1, . .., h, i{ j), and F $ i, j (i=1, ..., h, j=1, ..., r) form the non-trivial connected components of Gal(G). Each such component is a connected bipartite graph. An elementary coloring of G can be obtained by choosing arbitrarily a two-coloring for each of these components.
Every Claw-Free Berge Graph Is Perfect (New Proof )
The description of elementary graphs allows us to find a new and simple proof of the fact that they are perfect. Recall two classical results of Lova sz.
Lemma 5. [10] . Multiplying the vertices of a perfect graph yields another perfect graph.
Theorem 8 [10] . The complement of every perfect graph is perfect. Now, a simple proof of the fact that elementary graphs are perfect is at hand. We let :(G) denote the stability number and %(G) the minimum size of a clique cover of G. Proof. is defined for each p=1, ..., k. It follows immediately that Q 1 , ..., Q k is a clique cover of G and S is a stable set of the same size, which proves the lemma. K Lemma 6 and Theorem 8 imply that every elementary graph is perfect. The proof of the lemma also shows that a minimum clique cover and a maximum stable set can be found in any elementary graph by one application of a bipartite matching algorithm. On the other hand, for coloring the vertices we may use the algorithm in [9] ; the structure of elementary graphs does not seem to entail any great simplification of that algorithm.
This last and easy lemma handles the peculiar case.
